The recovery movement differentiated clinical, which is related to disorder’s symptoms, from personal recovery, which is outlined by a subjectively defined wellness state, characterised by hope and self-management. Schizophrenia research has long focused on risk factors and symptoms. The recovery movement triggered a focus shift from psychopathology towards better adjustment and growth despite living with schizophrenia.

The recovery movement flourished parallel with positive psychology, the scientific study of ordinary human strengths and virtues investigating human motives and potentials. Understanding of human strengths could contribute to prevention or lessening of psychiatric disorders’ devastating consequences, since optimism, sense of personal control and many other positive processes promote psychological health.

Lately, the concepts of positive psychology have been implemented in schizophrenia research. Positive self-appraisals moderated suicidal ideation, even when patients experienced high levels of hopelessness. Additionally, among other factors, better self-images, internal locus of control (i.e. the perception that events in one’s life relate to one’s actions) and emphasis on personal efforts predicted a more favourable outcome in functioning of unmedicated patients.

The concept of “resilience” is closely related to positive psychology. The American Psychological Association defines resilience as “the process of adapting well in the face of adversity, trauma, threats or significant sources of stress”. The concept of resilience includes rebound from adversity.

Determinants of resilience include biological, psychological, social and cultural factors that interact in a complex manner. The major manifestations of personal resilience are social competence, problem solving, autonomy and sense of purpose. Personality strengths that relate to resilience include high self-esteem, extroversion and optimism. Internal assets and personal competencies comprise the so called “phenomenological resilience” that can be measured by scales.

Originally, research focused on resilience in relation to post-traumatic stress disorder and depression. Recently, resilience was proven a significant predictor of depressive episode recurrence in bipolar disorder. Low resilience levels were also established in individuals at clinical high risk state for development of psychosis. Interestingly, individuals at high risk that developed a full-blown psychosis had shown significantly lower resilience levels compared with non-converters. Additionally, high resilience levels in individuals at high risk for psychosis related to less severe negative, anxiety and depressive symptoms, as well as higher social functioning. Schizophrenia patients with higher resilience levels and optimism showed higher levels of happiness that associated in turn with lower perceived stress and higher personal mastery, while resilience was a significant predictor of functioning in a subgroup of non-medicated schizophrenia patients.

In light of evidence supporting a positive association between resilience and schizophrenia outcome and based on the fact that resilience is modifiable and could improve with treatment, resilience studies are particularly meaningful, specifically within the first 3–5 years after schizophrenia onset, and could lead to interventions that aim at harnessing resilience during this “critical period”. Diverse positive psychology interventions aim at improving psychological well-being by developing and nourishing positive feelings, behaviours and cognitions. Lately, positive psychotherapy was adapted for schizophrenia patients and was proven a feasible intervention that might contribute to improvement in functioning.
Conclusively, sustained improvement in social and occupational functioning remains the most important indicator of recovery from schizophrenia. Still, such an improvement may not be accomplished in all patients by currently available pharmacological treatment alone. Studies that implement resilience and other positive psychology concepts reinforce schizophrenia research shift from risk to protective factors, reverse the question “which factors associate with relapse and chronicity” to “which factors promote recovery” and are promising for the development of additional therapeutic approaches.
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